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Today JAC Indonesia launched One-Stop Solution (OSS), a service that offers hands on support and
advice to companies who are looking to expand, establish, grow, attain high level support, explore
expatriate hiring as well as those who may be planning on closing their business in Indonesia.
JAC Indonesia’s One-Stop Solution has been introduced to help companies in Indonesia manage and
scale their businesses more effectively without having to engage with multiple service providers. The
streamlined bundles will offer clients access to multi-disciplinary human resources, legal, financial
services, and ongoing consultative advice. The service will also allow companies who do not have an
entity within Indonesia to be able to conduct business.
“At JAC, people first has always been at the core of how we run our business,” shares Adil Driouech,
Group Managing Director of JAC Group (ex-Japan). “By consolidating our services, we hope to simplify
the business process for our clients, with recruitment at the core.”
One-Stop Solution is the first of its kind to be launched in Indonesia in the form of consolidated
packages. Combining essential business services required by businesses in their lifecycle, startups, small
businesses, and companies in Indonesia will now be able to source exceptional talent, receive
consultative legal, tax and HR advice as well as manage costs, by outsourcing their accounting, payroll,
and tax needs, all in one place. Each service will be accessible to them through packages that have been
designed to support each phase of their business journey.
“Indonesia's economy advanced by 5.44% YoY in Q2 of 2022*, following a 5.01% gain in the previous
quarter which has beat the market consensus of a 5.17% gain. This indicates that there is a steady
growth of companies entering the Indonesian market,” shares Adil. “Indonesia is growing at an
exponential rate and with OSS we’ll be ready to help companies looking to expand here.”
JAC Indonesia is a leading full-cycle business consultancy with over twenty years of experience in helping
clients with their outsourcing, recruitment, and consulting needs. Over the past two decades JAC
Indonesia has helped clients with business entry, market research, recruitment, accounting outsourcing
as well as advice on all legal, tax and HR matters.
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JAC Indonesia is a part of JAC Group, a leading recruitment and business solutions consultancy with over
45 years of specialised recruitment experience and expertise in strengthening the growth of companies
throughout Asia and Europe. JAC Group is known for their strong regional network, specialised industry
focus and detailed understanding of the local markets which allow them to deliver excellent service and
source exceptional talent.
One-Stop Solution is now available in Indonesia. For more information, please visit the JAC Group Press
Room
*Indonesia's economy advanced by 5.44% YOY in Q2 of 2022, following a 5.01% gain in the previous quarter and
beating market consensus of a 5.17% gain* (Statistics Indonesia)
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ABOUT JAC GROUP
JAC Recruitment is a global business connecting specialist candidates with leading employers across multiple industries and disciplines.
Originally founded in London in 1975, JAC Group is listed on the Tokyo Stock Exchange (TYO:2124) and employs over 1,400 staff across 27 locations
in Asia and Europe. The group’s professional international recruitment expertise provides specialist solutions to clients who are seeking to expand their
reach within both their existing local and global markets. History and experience have given JAC a deep understanding of both the local culture and the
recruitment market in the countries in which it operates.
In April 2020 JAC Recruitment was placed 337 in the Financial Times ranking of 500 high-growth companies from the APAC region.
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